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sailingRHONA
Immerse yourself in the elegance of bygone eras and take advantage of our exclusive offer 
on the nearly hundred-year-old classic sailing yacht RHONA, which has recently been 
meticulously and lovingly restored with great attention to every detail. 
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Restauration 

RHONA is one of the last, largely original preserved classic sailing yachts 
from 1927 - designed and built in Scotland by the most famous yacht 
designer of all time: William Fife III. 
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Passion 

Overall length 21.30 m / Width 3.78 m / Mast length 26 m / Sail area 190 m2  

RHONA is based on the 12-metre rule (formerly America's Cup class) and has been restored over the past 5 
years by K7-Yachting Ltd. using traditional boatbuilding methods, following the original plans.



yacht
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Genießen Sie den atemberaubenden Ausblick auf das Meer, während Sie von unserem 
erstklassigen Team verwöhnt werden. Entspannen Sie auf dem geräumigen Deck, spüren Sie den 

Wind in den Segeln und lassen Sie sich von den majestätischen Segeleigenschaften  
und der Schönheit des Meeres verzaubern. 

Masterpiece

Rhona 2024 (image montages of identical Fife yachts)



Our exclusive charter offer will take you to the fascinating world of classic sailing. 
Take a break from everyday life, let yourself be enchanted by the magic of the sea, book RHONA 
for participation in classic regattas and celebrate special occasions on board this historic yacht. 
Supervised by a first-class team with years of experience, we offer you the perfect setting for 
unforgettable moments. 

Charter

RHONA can accommodate up to 10 guests for day trips. For multi-day stays, there are 3 luxurious 
double cabins available, accommodating a total of up to 6 guests.

Offer
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Blue

Blue Days: Let the wind guide you as you sail from the picturesque Costa Brava to the idyllic 
Balearic Islands or explore the glamorous French Riviera on your way to the dreamy coasts of 
Corsica and Sardinia.  
Enjoy the freedom of the sea and immerse yourself in the breathtaking beauty of the Mediterranean 
region. Our crew will spoil you with first-class seamanship and with culinary delights.

Days
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Regatta

Regatta Days:  As a participant, experience firsthand the fascination of classic sailing regattas in the most 
picturesque settings of the Mediterranean. Let yourself be swept away by the breathtaking atmosphere of  
a competition in which the world's most magnificent sailing yachts compete against each other.

Days
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The highlight of 2024: 
Embark on a journey through time and experience tradition and high-tech in a single 
breath, in an unforgettable atmosphere at the oldest sailing regatta in the world.
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Be at the forefront of the America's Cup. RHONA is located on the jetty of the most 
beautiful and oldest yacht club in Barcelona, directly opposite the Race Village.

PLACE  

RHONA

America’s cup 

Pre Selection Days: Elimination before the final - 
in the front line on water and on land. 

   Final Days:  America’s cup, The highlight 
       of the biggest sailing event in the world. 

Barcelona



Advertising

Make history with us and help your brand gain 
international recognition. 
Benefit from our sensational location in Barcelona 
and the numerous reports in international magazines 
about the restoration. 
Filming for a documentary about RHONA, 
the 12mr class and the America's Cup are underway 
and offer you a further brand opportunity.

Logo Placement on the America’s Cup 
Millions of visitors will be able to marvel at RHONA 
at its harbour site opposite the Race Village. Take 
advantage of this exclusive location.

Logo Placement  on the Spinnaker. 
Highest visible presence at the most 
prestigious events on the Mediterranean.

Logo Placement on the Team clothing: 
Your brand on focus, at sea and on land.
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Offer



My team and I warmly welcome you aboard RHONA. 
Please help us to preserve this precious jewel of  
yachting and do not hesitate to share your ideas  
and wishes with us. 
Captain Dan 

Take advantage of our unique platform and become part of this century-old history, from an era when 
majestic yachts ruled the oceans. This is not just about craftsmanship, it’s about a deep understanding of the 
essence of these extraordinary vessels.

Welcome on Bord
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RHONA Kalender 

2024 

BLUE DAYS 

MAY - OCTOBER:   Ask for free dates. 

REGATTA DAYS  

JUNE :  13.-16. CLASSIC ESTARTIT CNE 

    16.-24  12m WORLDS in PORQUEROLLES 
   

SEPT. : 1.-10.   PUIG VELA CLÀSSICA BARCELONA  
  
  23.-28.  REGATTA ROYALE CANNES  

OCTOBER :  1.-5.    VOILEZ DE ST.TROPEZ 

AMERICA’S CUP 

AUGUST / SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER : 
22.August     OFFICIAL OPENING  
29.August - 7.October   LOUIS VUITTON CUP 
26.Sept. - 16.October   YOUTH & PUIG WOMEN'S 
12. - 20.October    37TH AMERICA'S CUP 

Secure your time on Rhona now!   
Rhona and its crew is ready for you from May to October, for vacations, events or regattas. 

Some possible regatta dates we have listed for you below.

Contact us today to plan your stay.
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